
 

THE BOO...  
                        
                          His Story:   
 

Stealthily secluded in the dark shadows of his  
jungle hideout, The Boo watches the world evolve  
around him. His white  furry ears twitch at strange noises that  
penetrate the depths of tropical plants. He has gradually worn a 
 depression in the soil, creating the perfect camouflage from which 
to spy on his slaves, the humans. 
 
Surrounded by the moist verdant green, he crouches, sensitive to 
every vibration and every movement. His nap was cruelly disturbed 
by strains of Pat Boone crooning. His ears flatten as he notices the 
movement of the mysterious microwave turntable, usually one of his 
favourite pass times…but, for now, he is hungry. Yet, the harsh fact 

is that his food dish is only 2/3 full - a tiny glint of chrome shines…taunting him from under the dry 
kernels of deliciousness…in consuming desperation and severe hunger, he sings the song of his 
people, to no avail…thus he suffers alone, in his jungle of greenery, scheming. 
 
Born in a rusty old car trunk, this once-feral being, officially registered as Oreo, for obvious reasons, 
is an anomaly - he has 2 very distinct personalities: THE BOO, sweet, incredibly loving, affectionate 
… and then there is DemonSeed - crafty & quick, with a magpie’s kleptomaniac penchant for shiny 
objects, pens, business cards, small cameras & balls of yarn. Together, wisdom is profound. 
 
 

PAWSative AfFURmations for Humans:                         
 

♥ I am PAWsionate - I sing the song of my people, I purr & knead. The PAWSability is within me. 
 
♥ I choose to be happy & live FUR the moment. My PURRfect uniqueness is a gift to be appreciated. 
 
♥ I stop, look, weigh the options & recalculate…then dare to fly up and FURward..  
 
♥ I give generously - nothing says “I love you” more than a  MEOWse or a small bird left on the  bedspread. (It also indicates that 

you are    obviously a purr hunter so kitty feels compelled to feed you.) 
 
♥ Cat Naps are a gift. Being CATatonic FUR a while rejuvenates me. 
 
♥ I am strong & brave and stand up FUR myself…even when I am FELINE scared. 
 
♥ I appreciate the simple things- my basic needs are fulfilled when I am resourceful...a box…a piece of string…a patch of sunshine. 

It would be prePAWSterous & CATastrophic to waste it! 
 
♥ I embrace PURRsonal “Alone Time”. FURiends are nice but MEOWtime is vital. 
 
♥ I choose to dare - a swing from the chandelier is a PAWsome adventure…I refuse to hide with the FURmiliar.  After all Life is 

about thinking   eyond the box…or sleeping IN the box…or ignoring the box. 
 
♥ When I feel unsure, I reFUR to last AfFURmation. 
 
♥ I am self-reliant beCLAWS I am PURRfectly capable of being so. I CAN move a MEOWtain 
 
♥ I am PURRsistent.  CATtitude is imPURRative 
 
 
 

         Crafted by THE BOO 
          
         Owner of Nancy Broerse 
         BPW Niagara Falls  
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